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1. A brief history on death in video games

2. Personal history with death and games

3. Developing A Mortician’s Tale

4. Other indie devs doing cool things 

5. Strategies on how to best use death in

with ~*~ death and games ~*~

your own games



A brief history on death 
in video games



Spacewar! (1962) Space Invaders (1978) Super Mario Bros (1985)



Legend of Zelda (1986)Pacman (1980)
Halo: Combat Evolved 

(2001)



Doom (1993) Call of Duty 2 (2005)Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles (1989)



Dark Souls (2011)
XCOM: Enemy 
Unknown (2012)Rogue (1980)



Final Fantasy 7 (1997)Mass Effect (2007–2012)Max Payne (2001)



Why am I so interested 
in this topic?



10 year old 
Gabby





Caitlin Doughty



Developing
A Mortician’s Tale









A Mortician’s Tale (2017)Trauma Centre: Second 
Opinion (2006)









How indie devs are 
innovating on death



The Graveyard (2008)Night in the Woods (2017)

Speed Dating for Ghosts (2018) The Walking Dead (2012)



That Dragon, Cancer (2016)

What Remains of Edith Finch (2017) Oxenfree (2016)

Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons (2013)



Sunburn (2014)

Eve Valkyrie (2016)Guacamelee (2013)

Return of the Obra Dinn (2018?)



Undertale (2015)Severed (2016)

Rogue Legacy (2013) Doki Doki Literature Club (2017)



How you can best use 
death in your games



1. How will your game use death?

● Mechanics first? Narrative first?

○ Should support each other

● Don’t just rely on traditional death mechanics

○ Figure out what works best for your game’s design

● Is death necessary in your game?

Think about how death can best work for your game 



2. Do your research and consult

● Interviews and consultations

● The internet can be a great resource

○ ...Consider turning on safe search tho 

● Be respectful

○ Not just with death but with other cultures and their rituals 
around death

Make sure you’re being accurate and respectful



3. Be understanding with your players

● Death and grief is understandably hard for a lot of people

○ Interaction is personal and can be difficult

● Understand playtesting is not indicative of final play session

○ People play games differently alone than with people

How are your players going to handle the death in your game?



4. Assess your own feelings on death

● Important to be comfortable with discussions, research, etc

○ Make sure your team is also comfortable

● Self care is important

● If you aren’t comfortable with death = explore those feelings

○ Can be therapeutic

How comfortable are you with this subject matter?



Thank you
Twitter: @gabdar

gabby@laundrybear.com

MorticiansTale.com


